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In the mid 1980，s and early 1990's, S Group, a public-listed real estate develop-
ment company, was under severe internal and external pressure. These include an 
unfavourable political climate, subsequent crises in the economic and financial 
sectors, and increasing government control over property development and sale. 
Moreover, the price of real estate was rising faster than the Consumer Price Index 
resulting in doubling the price of real estate within three to four years since late 
1980，s / early 1990，s. S Group's customers were becoming less and less satisfied 
with the quality of products they were receiving. 
From the study of a pioneer application of Total Quality Management programme 
in the Development Department of S Group, it is revealed that in order to ensure a 
better strategic fit with its ultimate strategy to implementing a Total Quality 
Management system, corporate management must place greater emphasis on the 
long term perspectives of the company and provide more support to the sub-
ordinates. Human factors also have a substantial role to play in determining how 
successful a Total Quality Management system can be, therefore, adequate 
allocation of resources in the improvement of personnel policy becomes fundamen-
tal. Not only it is people-oriented, which is directed at people's efforts, but Total 
Quality Management also generates process-oriented thinking. These and other 
findings will be more fully described in the report that follows. 
It is hope that for those companies which are now practising Chinese style 
management, this case study with its observations can prove to be a useful 
reference if they decide to proceed with a full implementation of their Total Quality 
Management programmes. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
General Organization of the MBA Project 
This is a research project aiming to look at how a Chinese style management 
company should institute Total Quality Management system. 
This MBA project will be broadly organized into six chapters. Chapter One 
is an Introduction. It will briefly introduce the contents of each of the six chapters 
in the project, and very generally look at the initial stages of the research process, 
including the broad problem area, preliminary data collection, initial literature 
survey and problem definition. Since it plays such a central part in the following 
chapters, the basic building process and management will also be introduced in this 
chapter. 
In Chapter Two, research design, data collection and processes will be 
discussed. This will make up the Research Methodology. 
Chapter Three is on general Literature Survey and the establishing of a 
conceptual framework for analysis. It will survey the major concepts and theories 
on Total Quality Managemeiit and characteristics of Chinese style management, and 
try to formulate a conceptual framework most relevant and appropriate for 
subsequent analysis of the characteristics and processes of the implementation of 
Total Quality Management system in a Chinese-style organization. 
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Chapter Four is concerned with Data Collection. It will elaborate the data 
collected on the background and details of the organization, how the Company has 
tried to implement the Total Quality Management system, the problems and 
resistance it encountered, and how the existing Chinese style of management will be 
affecting the Total Quality Management efforts. 
Chapter Five is on Analysis and Interpretation. It will analyze and interpret 
the data collected on the Total Quality Management efforts mainly in the Develop-
ment Department with the assistance of the conceptual framework discussed in 
previous chapters. 
Chapter Six deals with Conclusions and implications for the top manage-
ment. It will attempt to draw some conclusions on how the Company could 
achieve a better strategic fit with its ultimate strategy to implementing a Total 
Quality Management system. Possible areas for further researches will also be 
identified. 
Br9^4 PrQl^ l^ m Ar料 
In the highly competitive worldwide markets that will emerge in the twenty-
first century, only those companies able to do a totally professional job in providing 
quality and customer satisfaction are going to survive and prosper. 
As goods and services from all areas of the world become readily available 
and consumers are well informed about quality, prices, and other product character-
istics, competition will be at a level never experienced before. To survive when the 
company is up against world-class competition, the company must itself be world 
class. 
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In the mid 1980's and early 1990's, S Group, a public-listed real estate 
development company, was under severe internal and external pressure, including 
the subsequent crises in the economic and financial sectors, an unfavourable 
political climate which proved to be adversely affecting the purchasing power of 
individual investors on real estate products, and increasing government control like 
limiting mortgages to a mere seventy percentage. Moreover, the price of real estate 
was rising faster than the Consumer Price Index resulting in doubling the price of 
real estate within three to four years since late 1980，s / early 1990's, S Group's 
customers were becoming less and less satisfied with the quality of products they 
were receiving. 
An internal revamping of S Group's management practices is therefore 
needed to better serve its customers and to contend with the quality of the proper-
ties it produces. 
The quest for an improved management system began in 1991 when the 
senior management realized it required a better quality improvement system. At 
that time S Group placed very limited emphasis onto its quality improvement 
programme. In retrospect, it is clear that whatever small success the Company had 
was due more to the hard work and skill of the individuals involved than to any 
established quality management system. 
The Company's rapid growth in late 1980’s had encouraged the develop-
ment of a result-oriented management structure that is unable to respond quickly 
enough to a rapidly changing but highly competitive real estate business climate. A 
management system is required that would allow the Company to cope with these 
problems, and that would enable the Company to plan for future changes. 
This project is about a pioneer application of a Total Quality Management 
system mainly within the Development Department. 
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Prc^lin^in^ry D辩4 Cff丨丨代如n 
Preliminary data, collected through unstructured interviews and discussions 
with the staff working in the Company, indicates that many staff feel that they have 
a solid grasp of the answers to the fundamental questions on the vision for the 
Company. But when they are asked to state them verbally, or in writing, they 
realize that there are large gaps in their ability to articulate them clearly and 
comprehensively. Moreover, if one compares the answers to these questions as 
given by the middle management of the Company, there are interesting differences. 
It is clear that not everybody, including some of the top management, had a very 
clear understanding of the answers to these questions in the beginning. In any 
event, if top management cannot state them consistently and clearly, it would be 
unwise to expect anyone else working under them know what they have in mind. 
At first, some of the middle management would have said that the purpose 
of any company including S Group is to make money. However, under the Total 
Quality Management context, this should not be the case in today's business world. 
Making money is a necessary by-product of a more basic purpose. Others would 
have said that the purpose of S Group is to supply reliable, quality and reasonably 
priced premises and services to customers. But this is merely a mission statement, 
not a vision. It does not have the power to inspire anyone, nor does it show any 
intent to be a market leader. By definition, a vision is a dramatic picture of the 
future that has the power to motivate and inspire, and it is this sort of vision 
statement from the top management that is vital to the future success of any Total 
Quality Management efforts that is lacking. 
Through casual talks with the staff, it is easy to understand that the Total 
Quality Management efforts are experiencing some problems and difficulties. On 
the one hand, there is much pressure from the top management of the Company to 
institute quality improvement systems as soon as possible. Yet, the management 
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level issues few guidelines and gives little advice and feedback to operational staff 
on where and how the Company should go. Hence, a great deal of pressure and 
uncertainty is generated in the interim, resulting in a high level of anxiety and 
tension among staff. On the other hand, a change from informal to formal systems 
and procedures, to many staff, would mean a loss of flexibility and increased 
control over and demands on their work. They have hence been quietly and subtly 
resisting the changes, declaring that the new systems and procedures would just 
make the whole operation more inefficient. 
These areas will be looked at in greater depth in Chapter Four on Data 
Collection. 
Initial Literature Survey 
After going through the initial literature survey in this area, it is discovered 
that there are already existing concepts and theories on Total Quality Management 
and its implementation. They have clearly described what is Total Quality 
Management, why is it required and what it can bring to the Company in the longer 
term, how individuals and formal and informal groups within the Company will 
affect the implementation and so on. 
On the area of Chinese style management, there is also quite a lot of 
researcher and literature. Very briefly, the style is characterized by paternalism and 
centralized authority, the lack of proper documentation and respect for managerial 
hierarchy in communication, decision-making and responsibility. These will be 
discussed in more detail in Chapter Three on Literature Survey and conceptual 
framework, with which they can provide a general framework within which the 
broad problem area of S Group mentioned above can be more clearly researched 
into and specifically defined. 
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PrQbl兮m D^fmitipn 
Taking into consideration the broad problem area of S Group and the results 
of the initial literature survey, the research topic can therefore be narrowed down to 
answering the question : How should a Chinese style management company 
implement Total Quality Management in response to market requirement? In the 
subsequent chapters, it is aimed to work on this main theme in examining the 
concepts and theories of Total Quality Management and characteristics of Chinese 
style management, in giving an exposition on how the Company should start its 
Total Quality Management campaign. 
Pmicct Process and Management 
The basic analysis of teams and the interactions between them helps to draw 
a distinction between them. 
First there is a client responsibility. The client is the person, or organiza-
tion, who owns the project and so is responsible for financing it. In Hong Kong, all 
land is owned by the Crown and a client will usually acquire a piece of land either 
from public auction or through private transaction. 
The second distinct area of responsibility is the project management. Some 
clients may engage independent executive project manager to manage their projects. 
However, this role is played by its own in-house project management team. Project 
management has two main aspects. On the one hand there is the process, and on 
the other hand, the personnel. For clarity, an analogy can be drawn with the 
conductor of an orchestra, where the conductor is the coordinator, and the different 
instrumental sections may be likened to project design teams, specialist consultants, 
government departments, contractors and so on. In the symphony they are to 
perform, each team has a designated and important part (the project delivery 
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process). The project management team is an orchestrator, a central link between 
all the different groups involved in the project. It is with the project manager that 
the owner's needs and requirements are identified, planning and scheduling of the 
project are done, the systems of control of cost/time/quality are established and 
procedures and staffing requirements are developed. 
Then there is the design responsibility taken over by the architect and his 
specialist consultants like structural engineer, acoustic consultant and so on. They 
are to select all the parts of the end product and their relationship to each other and 
to the site on which the project is situated. Typically design moves through broad 
stages, with the client's objectives as its starting point. It progresses through 
general descriptions of the appearance, layout, functions and processes of the whole 
building, to detailed drawings and specifications of every part. However, this is 
usually a far from smooth sequence of work. Design invariably proceeds by 
proposing tentative design solutions, evaluating them against selected objectives and 
modifying the design in the light of this evaluation. The modifications often mean 
back-tracking through several previous stages of design development. Professional 
design consultants will be engaged by S Group on a project by project basis. It is 
worth mentioning that professional quantity surveyors may be engaged separately 
by some clients deploying them within the design team to look after the costing, 
budgeting and contractual advice aspects. However, S Group retains its in-house 
team of Quantity Surveyors within the project management team. 
Finally there is the construction responsibility. When the design is 
completed (or near completion), contractors with various expertise will be selected 
and awarded construction contracts for the completion of the construction work. 
The contractual relations between different team members is shown in 
Figure L Of course, there are other variations such as in the case where the 
contractor is given the complete responsibility for design and construction. 
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Nevertheless, it is safe to say that the majority of S Group projects are procured 
through the arrangement as shown in Figure 1 which is also the most commonly 
adopted project procurement method in this region. 
Government departments 
/ 、 \ 
Client / Project Manager Contractor 
/ l \ / \ 




Figure 1 : Contractual relationship for the building process 
adapted from Figure 4, Turner, 1983. 




The design of the project and the data collection process for this report will 
be explained in greater details in the chapter that follows. 
A case study approach has been selected in the conducting of this project 
because it can provide an opportunity to study a defined issue under a particular set 
of circumstances, and only because of this unique characteristic that has promoted 
the case study approach a widely adopted study tool in the management field. 
Different circumstantial settings will interact with one another, and through the case 
study approach the various elements of the case in hand can be analyzed in a 
holistic sense rather than simply concentrating in one particular theory. Hopefully 
this could provide a critical investigation of the case and furthermore to suggest 
some alternatives on how to more effectively implement and in a more pragmatic 
manner Total Quality Management in a Chinese style management company. 
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Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to describe the initial efforts of implementing 
the Total Quality Management in the Development Department of S Group, and 
how the members in the Department react to it. The various elements affecting the 
processes and outcome of the efforts will be identified and some suggestions on 
how the Company could achieve a better strategic fit with its ultimate strategy to 
implementing Total Quality Management will be given. 
T h ^ S湘ng谷 
The project study is carried out in a totally natural and non-contrived 
environment within the Development Department of the Company, at the opera-
tional level. Although the planning of this project study has been discussed with 
and received the approval of the top management of the Company, the study was 
conducted absolutely with no particular interference from the management or the 
candidate. No attempt has been made trying to manipulate any aspects of the work 
settings. Most importantly, this study was never revealed to any other members of 
the Company including particularly those from whom the observations are ab-
stracted. 
All these moves were taken in order to keep the collected data intact and 
representative so as to minimize or eliminate altogether any possible interference 
which would have been most undesirable for the purpose of this study. 
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Breadth and Time-Frame of Study 
As will be explained in greater depth in Chapter Four, the Development 
Department is the 'design' and 'production' department of the S Group in the 
'formulating' and 'manufacturing' of real estate commodities for its customers, both 
internal customers and external customers. The department comprises over one 
hundred staff members and the size is comparable to a small to medium sized 
organization. Despite the fact that the top management has expressed a desire to 
have the management improvement system installed in the shortest possible time, 
the efforts by the other departments were observed to be generally insufficient to 
materialize the top management's intention. However, since the candidate is 
working in the Development Department, it is easier and more controllable to 
launch a pioneer but relatively intensive study on a smaller scale to review the 
possible problem areas that could appear before a full scale campaign is initiated 
throughout the Company. Moreover, because of its resemblance to any medium 
sized company, the Development Department can serve as a very good study 
mechanism as far as the impact of Chinese style management on the implementa-
tion of Total Quality Management being investigated. 
This is also meant to be a cross-sectional study whereby data is collected 
over a certain time frame rather than over different points in time. This is expected 
sufficient to serve the purpose of this study because more and more Total Quality 
Management efforts have already been expended for some months. Most of the 
characteristics and problems have already surfaced for study and data is becoming 
available for analysis purposes. 
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D祐辑CQ�I伪Mqh 
As explained before, by the fact that the candidate is working as one of the 
members of the Development Department, he has the advantage of being acquainted 
with the procedures and the working ethics of individual members of the depart-
ment. With this advantage the candidate can collect data by the following means. 
Casual Discussions 
In order to try to maintain the least disturbance to the data and to make the 
study most representative, no interview, casual or formal, was conducted. The 
study was carried out in the background alongside the introduction of various Total 
Quality Management measures so that raw, but unbiased, data is made available for 
analysis. Instead, discussion with individuals or groups of staff members becomes 
one of the major means of data collection. 
Observational Surveys 
Another means of data collection is through observational surveys on the 
operational level. This is particularly important because the pioneer study is being 
conducted in the Development Department, and seeing unobtrusively as an observer 
would enable the collection and assessment of data on how the operation, control 
and work processes, the informal interaction and relationship between individuals, 
groups and the management, the morale, and other more subtle aspects of the 
departmental settings are actually being affected, positively or adversely, which 
would otherwise not be obtainable through formal interviews or discussions. 
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CHAPTER m 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
Definition of Quality 
Quality has been defined as the capacity of a commodity or service to satisfy 
human wantsS^) However, human wants are seldom unique but complex, therefore 
there is not a single particular way that these can be satisfied. Individual consumers 
will make their personal assessment of quality based on how well numerous aspects 
of product characteristics and performance are able to provide satisfaction of 
multiple wants. This can be further distinguished by the subjective priorities of 
importance of individual consumer. 
As a result, Townsend & Gebhart were able to differentiate Quality of 
perception from Quality of fact.� Quality of perception represents the subjective 
judgement of quality as perceived by individual custom whilst quality of fact is a 
more objective way of looking at quality as how the products or services are 
performing to the pre-defined standards. 
(1) Dotchin, John A., and Oakland, John S. "Theories and Concepts in Total Quality Manage-
ment." Total Quality Management. Vol. 3，No. 2，1992. 
(2) Townsend, P. L.，and Gebhart, J. E. Commit to Quality. New York : Wiley, 1986. 
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The distinction can be further illustrated by two of the most frequently 
repeated definitions quoted in the arena of Total Quality Management. Juran 
defined quality as the fitness for purpose …..judged by the user, not manufacturer, 
merchant，or repairman�(i.e. the quality of perception) but the emphasis of quality 
was put by Crosby onto the conformance to requirements, not elegance�(i.e. the 
quality of fact). 
It is important to recognize that such distinctions are not meant to be 
mutually exclusive, but that they are applicable in different contexts. 
TQM 辑汗 ^ Cffnp^pt 
Quality cannot be achieved by simply concentrating on the production 
function. Kanji opined that quality inspectors did not have any involvement in 
stopping defective goods at the early stage and therefore had no influence in cost 
cutting exercises.� In fact, he argued that quality inspection has encouraged people 
to expect defective articles and in turn has created a 'hide-out' for those escaped 
defective goods. That means quality cannot be 'inspected' into the products or 
services. 
Therefore quality improvement is not to simply screen out bad products but 
to build up knowledge from the production process to eliminate defects completely. 
As a result, it follows naturally that customer satisfaction must be ‘designed’ into 
the system. The aim is to have quality 'built in，rather than inspected, with quality 
being the responsibility of all employees, rather than of a specialist department. 
(1) Juran, J. M. Quality Control Handbook. 3rd ed. New York : McGraw-Hill, 1974. 
(2) Crosby, P. B. Quality is Free. New York : MaGraw-HiU, 1979. 
(3) Kanji, Gopal K. "Total Quality Management: The Second Industrial Revolution." Total 
Quality Management. Vol. 1 No. 1’ 1990. 
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Since supplier-customer relationship can be both internal and external, the Total 
Quality Management philosophy can only be conceived in a holistic sense by taking 
into account of all the organizational functions, all the people in the organization, 
and all the other organizations and individuals supplying and receiving goods and 
services. 
Thus, all employees are seen as part of a chain, from supplier through to 
external customer, and including both line and support functions. In this way, Total 
Quality Management attempts to emphasize that all employees are ultimately 
involved in serving the final customer, so that quality matters at all stages, where 
teamwork and co-operation are essential. If any activity is weak then the entire 
chain may break and the external customer is left to face the consequences of this. 
Customer awareness and being responsive and pro-active to customer 
requirements must be integrated into the Total Quality Management system.� 
People in direct customer contact like the Sales & Leasing Department and 
the Estates Management Department can benefit from direct feedback. However, 
very often they may not be fully aware of the product characteristics that they are 
selling, leasing or managing. Therefore they may not be able to visualize or induce 
customer satisfaction, and very often an objective on-the-spot assessment of this 
feedback may not always be possible and fair. To simply rely on customer 
complaints as a means to effect improvement is very passive and is never sufficient. 
Instead active listening and careful consideration of customers opinions are 
preferred and only with active listening can the Total Quality Management chain 
(1) Juran, J. M.，and Gryna, J. M. Quality Planning & Analysis. New York : McGraw-Hill, 
1980. 
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benefit from direct feedback from customers, thereby their satisfaction can be more 
adequately built into the design process. 
It is observed that although many people agree that customers, both internal 
and external, are of primary importance, very little effort is put to achieving this 
end. To be a market leader in the real estate sector, this level of customer 
involvement, viz a viz only relying on customer complaints, is also insufficient in 
terms of determining future needs. It is necessary to lead the customer into the 
future by focusing on creativity and applicability, in order to give added value to 
customers. 
Empowering People to Achieve Quality 
The concept of empowering people is about releasing the potential of most 
people's urge to attain higher standards in the work place. This notion implies the 
following ideas : 
• having respect for humanity 
• moving away from the use of external controls 
• ceasing to blame workers for poor quality, and 
• recognizing that management is responsible for most of the factors 
that determine quality. 
To achieve this end management must shift its attention from the world of 
things and their numbering to the world of people and their attitudes.� Unfortu-
nately this is one of the major differences between the traditional Western manage-
(1) Price, F. Right First Time : Using Quality Control for Profit. Aldershot: Gower, 1984. 
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ment style and the Total Quality Management style. This can be illustrated by the 
following example : in the traditional Western management style, one will say that 
the Chief Financial Officer is the second most important man in an organization, 
but in a Japanese company where Total Quality Management technique is widely 
adopted, the answer will be the Chief Personnel Officer being the second man next 
to the Chief Executive Officer. 
Whilst it is important to ensure that work people must know what they are 
supposed to do, which means understanding the specification, recognition of defects 
and knowledge of equipment, processes and how and when to make adjustments, it 
is the management's responsibility to provide the systems to make this a reality. 
TOM as a Process 
Quality is a continuous process that can be broken anywhere in the system 
of supply and customer service. From the success of Total Quality Management 
applications in Japan, it is apparent that one of the most important criteria is the 
attention paid to the detail of the process. It is obvious that most improvements can 
be achieved quite easily by involving people who have detailed knowledge of the 
process, or are in a position to acquire it. 
In general a process helps to change a set of inputs like resource, equipment, 
material and methods into desired outputs. Deming wheel or the PDCA (Plan-Do-
Check-Action) cycle describes the process for continuous improvement. 
( P l a n ) 
Check , 
Figure 2 : Plan-Do-Check-Act diagram, 
adapted from Figure 1, Kanji, 1990. 
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Deming stressed the importance of constant interaction among research, 
design, production, and sale in order for a company to arrive at better quality that 
satisfies customers. He taught that this wheel should be rotated on the ground of 
quality-first perception and quality-first responsibility.� The idea behind this is that 
the inputs which generate activities with measurable outputs are processes and the 
perfection of the process is the ultimate objective of any Total Quality Management 
efforts. 
> Voice of producer 
4 \ 
� 
A " \ P 、 ， 
Input p ^ O u t p u t / \ 
一— Supplier' Equipment \ Process Products X 
or Environment 〉 or or ) Customer 
> producer Material / . system services / 
y ^ ———— 
Voice of customer < 
Figure 3 : Supplier I customer 一 continuous improvement interface, 
adapted from Figure 2, Kanji, 1990. 
(1) Kanji, Gopal K. "Total Quality Management: The Second Industrial Revolution." Total 
Quality Management. Vol. 1 No. 1，1990. 
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Deming's 14 Points 
The literature survey cannot be complete without looking at Deming's 14 
Points for the transformation of Management. Dr. Deming has been highly 
regarded as "the American who taught the Japanese about quality.”(1) It was also 
stated once in the USA Today that "Deming's management philosophies are the 
driving force behind Japan's economic miracle.，，(1) His management philosophies 
are best summarized by the 14 points that follow : 
1. Create constancy of purpose toward improvement of product and service, 
with the aim to become competitive and to stay in business, and to provide 
jobs. 
2. Adopt the new philosophy. We are in a new economic age. Western 
management must awaken to the challenge, leam their responsibilities, and 
take on leadership for change. 
3. Cease reliance on mass inspection to achieve quality. Eliminate the need 
for inspection on a mass basis by building quality into the product in the 
first place. 
4. End the practice of awarding business on the basis of price tag. Instead, 
minimize total cost Move toward a single supplier for any one item, on a 
long-term relationship of loyalty and trust. 
5. Improve constantly and forever the system of production and service, to 
improve quality and productivity, and thus constantly decrease costs. 
6. Institute training on the job. 
(1) Aguayo, Rafael. Dr. Deming 一 The American Who Taught the Japanese About Quality. 
New York : Simon & Schustery’ 1990. 
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7. Institute leadership. The aim of supervision should be to help people and 
machines and gadgets to do a better job. Supervision of management is in 
need of overhaul, as well as supervision of production workers. 
8. Drive out fear, so that everyone may work effectively for the company. 
9. Break down barriers between departments. People in research, design, sale, 
and production must work as a team, to foresee problems of production and 
in use that may be encountered with the product or service, 
10. Eliminate slogans, exhortations, and targets for the work force asking for 
zero defects and new levels of productivity. Such exhortations only create 
adversarial relationships, since the bulk of the causes of low quality and low 
productivity belong to the system and thus lie beyond the power of the work 
force. 
11a. Eliminate work standards (quotas) on the factory floor. Substitute leader-
ship. 
l ib. Eliminate management by objectives. Eliminate management by numbers, 
numerical goals. Substitute leadership. 
12a. Permit pride of workmanship. Remove barriers that rob the hourly workers 
of their right to pride of workmanship. 
12b. Remove barriers that rob people in management and in engineering of their 
right to pride of workmanship. This means, inter alia, abolishment of the 
annual review or merit rating and of management by objectives. 
13. Institute a vigorous program of education and self-improvement. 
14. Top management commitment. Put everybody in the company to work to 
accomplish the transformation. The transformation is everybody's job. 
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Chinese Business Culture and Style 
In most of the Chinese business organizations, the power of decision making 
is extremely centralized. Usually the owner, entrepreneur, founder of father figure 
or the manager becomes the key decision maker. For the day-to-day operational 
control, selective delegation to the middle to lower managerial levels may be found. 
However, relatively important decisions on personnel and financial matters are still 
retained at the top. 
When compared with their Western counterparts, most of the Chinese 
organizations will put less emphasis on the importance of a detailed job description. 
The Chinese company will neither be broken up into as many specialized depart-
ments as that usually found in Western companies. As a result, there will be 
relatively more people in a Chinese organization who are required to be responsible 
for a spread of activities across a number of specialized fields and/or departments. 
Other characteristics of Chinese business organizations that differentiate 
themselves from the Western culture and style can be summarized by Redding and 
W o n g � and Redding(2) as : 
• a relatively loosely defined organizational structure that is more 
adaptable to desired changes 
(1) Redding, S. G” and Wong, Gilbert, Y. Y. "The Psychology of Chinese Psychology of 
Chinese Organization and Behaviour." The Psychology of the Chinese People. Oxford 
University Press, 1986. 
(2) Redding, S. G. "Developing Managers without 'Management Development' : The Over-
seas Chinese Solution." Journal of the Association of Teachers of Management. Interna-
tional Management and Development. Special Issue, Autumn 1986. 
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• less emphasis on formalized office routine procedures and less 
standardization of activities 
• less emphasis on ancillary departments such as market research, 
personnel and training, after-sales services and so on 
• lack of strong marketing function 
• as many of the private business are family-owned, there is a strong 
overlapping between ownership and control 
• an wide-spread organizational culture of paternalism 
• more emphasis on economic benefit as motivating factor with 
insufficient thought being assigned to higher level needs 
• nepotism is more commonly found in terms of key controlling 
positions and succession 
• the power distance extends only from the core team of family 
members, then to the surrounding circle of 'trusted' honorary family 
members and diminished quickly thereafter 
• extremely sensitive reliance over personal linkages in relation to 
communication and information flow and gathering 
• ad hoc and somewhat intuitive planning processes 
• less emphasis on the importance of formal and structured manage-
ment training and development. 
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The Chinese organizational characteristics and style as described above 
contrast very sharply with the Western rationalistic, individualistic and legalistic 
traditional approach. 
However, the one single characteristic that is of particular interest to the 
analysis that follows is the extremely high degree of centralization of authority and 
decision making powers attached with the top management — the notion of 
paternalistic authority.� It is the actual, or surrogate, father figure originating from 
traditional Chinese familism that dominates the strategic and other decision making 
process in the organization. Naturally, creative ideas from the bottom, particularly 
those of a strategic nature, are not encouraged and subsequently the tendency 
towards conservatism is commonplace in Chinese organizations. 
With the finding of research by Laaksonen, the difference in this influence 
structure and power distance between top management and the lower levels of staff 
is more obvious in Chinese culture when compared to the degree of concentration 
of power and influence at the top levels of other cultures/^) 
(1) Redding, S. G., and Persson, J. Strategy in the Chinese Family Business : Some Cultural 
Considerations. Hong Kong : University of Hong Kong, 1986. 
(2) Laaksonen, O. Management in China During and After Mao. Berlin : de Gruyter, 1988. 
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Figure 4 : The influence structure and power distance between personnel groups in Chinese, 
European and Japanese Enterprises, adapted from Figure 63, Laaksonen, 1988. 
The greater dominance in strategic and policy decision making of Chinese 
top management is also very conspicuous in comparison with other cultural 
characteristics: 
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Figure 5 : Distribution of irfluence across levels and decision type in industrial enter-
prises in China, Japan and Finland, adapted from Figure 6.4, Laaksonen, 1988. 
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Chinese Behavioural Culture and Stvie 
'Face' is a very important feature of Chinese behavioural culture. 
Redding and Wong define 'face' as the positive social value a person 
effectively claims for himself by the line others assume he has taken during a 
particular a c t . � ‘Face-giving，is also reciprocal in nature in that if a person is 
given or not given ‘face，，he is likely to reciprocate it on the one doing the same to 
him. Therefore, the subject of ‘face，is one complex human interaction which 
includes not embarrassing others, or coming into open confrontation, not pointing 
out others' weaknesses, and being careful in general to save the 'face' of others. 
Consideration for the 'face' of others, the fear of hurting the dignity and 'face' of 
others and inviting retaliation in future, would tend to discourage open revelation 
and criticism of mistakes in both social and work environments and as a result 
would diminish the efforts of monitoring, controlling and improvement within the 
organization. 
(1) Redding, S. G.，and Wong, Gilbert, Y. Y. "The Psychology of Chinese Organization and 
Behaviour." The Psychology of the Chinese People. Oxford University Press, 1986. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DATA COLLECTION 
The Group's Business Activities 
The S Group is primarily known to the public as an aggressive local real 
estate development company. However, there are also other affiliated business 
activities in the Group including : 
• development of properties for sale 
• investment of properties for lease 
• overseas real estate development 
• hotel operation 
• property management 
• financial investment 
• food and beverage 
Of course, property development always maintains itself as the main 
business activity for the Group. 
Although most of the business activities are carried out under the umbrella 
of two major holding companies, Company A and Company B，both listed, the N 
family is the major shareholder of both Holding Company A and Company B. In 
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this sense it is easy to imagine that the S Group resembles to a great extent, a 
family-owned business. 
The N family is a Chinese family with similar business activities in south 
eastern Asia. They actually started their real estate development business in Hong 
Kong in 1972 with less than fifty staff, all under the leadership of Mr. Senior N. 
Since the middle of the 1980’ s, the local real estate market experienced significant 
booming periods along with the success in the Hong Kong financial sector. The S 
Group enjoyed similar growth and by the early 1990，s’ there were already some 
2300 staff working with the Group. Just to take Holding Company A as an 
illustration, the reported profit in the past 5 years can be reviewed by the following 
chart ：⑴ 
HK$ (millions) y , -1164.0jn 
1 2 0 0 ^ y / ] 
1000 _ 




。1J M M M M 
1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
Figure 6 : Growth of profit for Company A, adapted from similar 
figure from Holding Company A : Annual Report 1992 
(1) Holding Company A : Annual Report 1992 
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The Role of the DevelnDment Department 
As explained earlier in this chapter, property development is the main 
business arm of the S Group despite its diversity in other business activities. There 
is a close analogy that can be drawn between the Development Department within 
the S Group and the production department of a manufacturing company. The 
primary role of the Development Department is to 'manufacture' the product — the 
real estate properties — from the date when the lots of land are acquired until the 
property is completed and handed over to either the Sales & Leasing Department or 
the Estates Management Department. 
Other than the Sales & Leasing Department and the Estates Management 
Department, the Accounting Department is another functional department that 
maintains a very close working relationship with the Development Department. 
At the end of 1992, there were fifty-six properties under construction within 
Hong Kong with total construction contract budgets of HK$6.2 billion (1992 price). 
Land costs and other financial charges are excluded from the budget figure. 
Difficulties with Building Process 
Having said that the building process resembles the production function of 
any manufacturing company, it distinguishes itself from its manufacturing counter-
part, however, in that the design element of properties is separated from the 
production element, either of which is handled by different professional personnel 
and carried out at different points in time. The long lead time between design 
commencement / design completion and construction commencement / construction 
completion further differentiates the building process from normal manufacturing 
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process. Other related characteristics peculiar to the building process are summa-
rized as follows : 
• construction is usually started before full and complete design is 
available 
• almost zero repetition and no two development properties are exactly 
the same 
• development of and study with prototype is almost impossible 
• design changes, either due to deficiency in original design or change 
in user requirement, are common practice 
• more difficult to define cycle times and boundaries 
• both inputs and outputs are less tangible 
• more difficult to quantify 
All these variants would impact on the outcome of Total Quality Manage-
ment efforts, as described later. 
The Internal Organization of Development Department 
The Development Department, headed by the General Manager who is also 
one of the S Group's directors, is basically made up of five functional divisions . 
An organizational chart of the Development Department is given below. 
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The Project Management Division is headed by the General Manager 
himself and the division is responsible for the design and land matters of all the 
development projects. The procurement of construction contracts, their financial 
control, monitoring and contract administration all fall within the scope of the 
Quantity Surveying Division. The Mechanical & Electrical Engineering Division 
handles all the mechanical and electrical technical issues both during the design and 
construction stages. There are also the Interior Design Division who are responsi-
ble for formulating some crucial interior design schemes like resident club houses, 
sales offices and show flats design and so on. Finally, the Material Handling 
Division plays the role of central purchasing office in securing in bulk quantities 
some of the commonly used finishing materials and fittings like marbles, tiles and 
ironmongery, by directly liaising with major suppliers worldwide. 
Whenever there is a new project to be started, the divisional heads of the 
Project Management Division, Mechanical & Electrical Engineering Division and 
the Quantity Surveying Division will each assign one member of his division to 
form a project team responsible for that particular project. Each will report to their 
divisional heads who in turn will report to the General Manager of the Department. 
Fairly constantly, the number of Project Managers, Quantity Surveyors and 
Mechanical & Electrical Engineers has stayed around eight each over the past few 
years. With the Project Manager as the team leader and central point of liaison, the 
project team will always get necessary support from outside professionals such as 
consultant architects, consultant engineers and other technical professionals. 
However, it is the Company's policy that no consultant Quantity Surveyors are 
engaged for its own development projects, with all quantity surveying matters 
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The Internal Working of Develonment Department 
Lack of Longer Term Perspectives 
According to the data collected during late 1992, each Project Manager, 
Quantity Surveyor and Mechanical & Electrical Engineer is personally responsible 
for an average of seven development projects, with of an average total construction 
budget of HK$775 million. Very often members of the department feel so busy 
under the pressure of daily work loads that they tend to be short-sighted, caring 
only about dealing with matters close at hand, without giving thought to broader, 
longer term perspectives. As a result, they often find themselves haunted by the 
same old problems over and over again. Lawson estimated that ‘ an average 
enterprise spends 20-25 percent of its sale income (35-40 percent of its operating 
cost if it is a service organization) getting things wrong and doing them again and 
again.'(1) Similar figure was also proposed by Cook when he described ‘ when 
all of the costs were fully analyzed and attributed, that 32 percent of [his client's] 
total costs were tied up in inspection and rectification. ’ � For the Development 
Department, there is a general consensus among the staff that approximately 40-45 
percent of their work hours are allocated in mistake correction (including those of 
one's own, his superior, his colleagues, his sub-ordinates, the architect and 
contractors). For example, due to the consultant architect's deficiency in the design 
of an on-going project, team members will be so busy trying to rectify day-to-day 
problems and to avoid delay that money may be wasted as a result of abortive work 
done. When there are design drawings for another new project issued by the 
architect for tender calling purposes, they may simply approve and issue the 
(1) Lawson, D. N. "What is Total Quality Management for? A Manager's Perspective." Total 
Quality Management. Vol. 3. No. 2’ 1992. 
(2) Cook, David. "Total Quality Management — Fine Talk or Real Improvement?" Total 
Quality Management. Vol. 1. No.l, 1990. 
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drawings without even having the chance to go through the details in them. When 
a contract is awarded based on this same set of drawings, the project team will be 
faced with the same fire-fighting exercise to cover any loopholes in design that had 
been overlooked from the tender stage when the contract is put to construction. 
Therefore due to the lack of broader and longer term perspectives, the troubles 
always fall back on the department and the vicious circle becomes even more 
difficult to break. 
Lack of Specified Working Procedures 
Everything from organization charts and the roles and responsibilities of 
different divisions and divisional staff, can very well be described on paper, as 
above. However, when one looks at the actual working arena of the department 
over any length of time, one can easily observe that there is a general lack of 
specified working procedures. This can partly be blamed on the rapid growth of the 
department in the previous years in the sense that the department 'matured' too 
rapidly, well before any thought could be put together regarding the development of 
a specific set of working procedures. Another reason for the lack of the requisite 
procedures is probably due to the unavailability of clearly defined job specifications 
and job descriptions for each and every staff member in the department. Individu-
als just perform what they are told to do by their superiors or what they think they 
should do as they perceive with their previous working experience in the depart-
ment. For example, imagine a case where a contract for certain renovation work is 
being awarded. In some instances it will be the Project Manager who will check 
with the contractor after the award is made regarding any necessary liaison work 
that needs to be done before actual site work can commence. However, for some 
other Project Managers, they would expect either the Quantity Surveyor or the 
Mechanical & Electrical Engineer to take up the same responsibility. This and 
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other similar confusing situations would have a less damaging effect if the same 
team of Project Manager/Quantity Surveyor/Mechanical & Electrical Engineer 
always work together through a mutually understood way of working relationship. 
However, it is the department's policy to give maximum exposure to its staff 
members by allowing them to handle different kinds of project and to team up with 
different members from the other disciplines. As a result, this lack of proper and 
specified working procedures causes a lot of confusion among divisional members 
and as a result a lot of necessary action cannot be taken in good time. 
In some other instances, due to the lack of formal working procedures, 
operational staff may find themselves receiving instructions or requests from 
various sources. 
Lack of Formal Co-ordination among Different Departments 
Formal co-ordination between departments is seldom found. To the 
Development Department, both the Sales & Leasing Department and the Estates 
Management Department can be seen as their internal customer departments. 
However, co-ordination between different departments is more often confined to a 
project by project basis. There is no routine to guarantee that the same level of co-
ordination will be found in each project. For example, after project completion, 
Estates Management Department will contact the Development Department 
regarding the arrangement of the provision of management and security facilities 
and request modification to suit their requirement which could and should have 
been built into the project in the first place. In another instance, the Sales & 
Leasing personnel, because of their lack of knowledge about the design characteris-
tics of a particular project, may miss out the good selling points in their sale or 
leasing campaign. 
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As a result, the Company can hardly benefit from active (internal) user feed-
back in its new projects. Ironically, and making the matter even worse, this 
wrongly-timed co-ordination or any lack of it usually comes in the form of 
complaints, further damaging the working relationship between departments and 
making the staff members even more unwilling to co-ordinate. 
Lack of Formal Communication 
The channel of communication within the department is rather informal. 
Very often, instructions are given only verbally and written procedures and 
guidelines, if any, are very brief, thereby making them difficult to follow. Since 
verbal communication is used most of the time, proper documentation is being 
disregarded by both management and staff. Valuable information could be distorted 
and useful information may be received only after the time when it should have 
been received. 
Centralized Decision Making Authority 
Around 1987，Mr. P N, the younger son of Mr, Senior N，began his 
participation in the Development Department. Being a qualified engineer by 
training, he was able to acquire all the tricks of property development in Hong 
Kong in a very short time. Although his position was not shown on the organiza-
tion chart of Development Department, he is actually the ‘boss, of the Department 
as far as the power and authority of decision making are concerned. With reference 
to organizational chart of the Development Department shown earlier, his position 
is actually above the General Manager but only invisibly. Within the department, 
decisions and ideas always come from the top. As a result of a lack of delegation 
of decision making powers, the middle management is used to referring every issue 
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to the 'boss' for decision, and they become more reluctant to give opinions or 
recommendations, lest the 'boss' would disagree with the recommendations and put 
them in an embarrassing position. Moreover, it would be much easier for them to 
ask other colleagues or departments to perform a task if the instruction comes from 
the (boss’. The general feeling that accountability can most easily be achieved 
simply by taking instructions from the ‘boss，is widely spread across the managerial 
staff. 
The Group's Mentality over Property Development 
Since early 1980's, most of the development projects by S Group fell 
outside the category of ‘prime，developments by the local real estate development 
standard. Throughout the years, S Group has experienced prosperity and down-side 
of the local real estate market. Staff have therefore developed the mentality that 
their responsibility is to develop the properties at the lowest cost in the shortest 
possible time. They did not care about the quality of the properties they developed 
so long as the properties are not rejected by the buyers. In fact, because of the 
extremely speculative nature of the property market in previous years, sales have 
been very successful and the atmosphere within the Group is to make sure that the 
development projects are ready for sale or leasing purposes at the earliest possible 
time to capture the escalating market price. Real concern for product quality has 
been almost neglected. 
Lack of Performing Contractors 
Many of the major contractors working for S Group have a lengthy working 
relationship with the Group. They are sometimes even personal friends of the N 
family. Favouritism exists among different contractors. These contractors are 
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always overloaded with contracts and as a result it is the project quality and 
completion schedules that will suffer. Moreover, most of the time these contractors 
maintain direct contact with the ‘boss’ and their liaison to the project management 
team becomes unnecessary. In some instances, these contractors even get instruc-
tions directly from the ‘boss, because they are so aware that this is the source of 
giving instructions. Nevertheless, this direct contact is welcomed by some of the 
managers because they think this can short-circuit the working procedures. This, 
however, has a counter-productive effect on the project team members who become 
less personally accountable for the projects under their control. 
The Call for Quality 
In early 1991，the Group executives at directorate grade had a two-day 
conference at one of the hotels in Macau to discuss the future of the Group. They 
engaged H company, a worldwide reputable management consultant, as the 
conference facilitators. It was after this off-site conference that senior executives 
realized that quality and customer satisfaction are the answer to survival and 
prosperity. The H company was once again engaged to organize a second 
conference in August 1991, but this time the target group was the middle manage-
ment. To emphasize the importance placed on this conference, the senior executive 
decided to use an off-site venue for this two-day conference. 
This conference was open with an opportunity for the Group Chairman to 
articulate S Group's strategies, policies and values. Senior executives gave 
speeches to communicate formulated corporate goals, action plans, and their 
expectations of middle managers as implementers of those action plans. Partici-
pants were required to exchange ideas in identifying and resolving conflicts in 
implementing departmental goals. Emphases were also put on the stimulation of 
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inter-departmental communication, with an aim to building a more cohesive team 
spirit. The importance of quality and service excellence when dealing with internal 
and external customers was introduced to the participants by the conference 
facilitators. Finally, each and every participant was required to make recommenda-
tions to senior management regarding overall performance improvements. 
Corporate Goals and Values 
During the opening of the conference, the Group Chairman had identified 
the corporate goals and explained the Corporation's core values to the middle 
management. These are summarized below : 
Corporate Goals 
• to strengthen the financial status of the Group 
• to strike for a balanced recurring income 
• to replenish landmark 
• to ensure value-for-money for customers 
• to match services to customer needs 
• to upgrade staff quality 
• to improve the quality and timing of management information 
• to improve the market research effort 
• to prioritize management time 
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Corporate Values 
• better quality is to be built into new development projects 
• existing buildings must be improved to enhance their value to end 
users 
• better estates management must be provided to customers 
• similar improvement for other services arms like hotel operation and 
food & beverage 
• staff must be open minded towards constructive criticism 
• staff must have commitment which can also turn out to be a good 
chance for self-improvement 
• company-wide communication and teamwork spirit must be enhanced 
It is not surprising to see that most items in the above lists are in fact 
complementary to the Total Quality Management philosophy. 
The Quality Tmnrovement Process 
Across the Company 
Since the conferences, there has been much pressure from the senior 
management to the middle management in the implementation of the improvement 
plans. However, there was no effort put on the reveal and monitoring of the 
progress achieved within respective departments. As a matter of fact, there were 
not any follow-up meetings to discuss the same, no feedback nor response, either 
positive or negative, from the top management to the middle management or vice 
versa, on the progress of the exercise. 
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Within each department, the department head briefed his own staff verbally 
on what was the message from the top management. Staff only obtained verbal and 
second-hand details, and no guidelines was given whatsoever. There was also no 
consideration given to what factors should be addressed to motivate the staff to 
accept and implement the improvement plans. 
The one obvious action taken since the conferences has been the introduc-
tion of a weekly meeting among departmental heads trying to enhance inter-
departmental communication. However, the coordinating efforts, for most of the 
time, only ends in discussion among the more senior management. The points 
discussed in the meetings were sometimes wrongly treated as confidential，with the 
transparency of the meeting extremely limited. Details were not passed to their 
sub-ordinates by departmental heads, not to mention the following up actions 
expected from the operational staff. 
Although it is one of the corporate goals to upgrade the quality of its staff, it 
is only recently that a training officer was recruited to handle the on-the-job training 
of its 2300 staff members. This partly reveals the less than satisfactory action taken 
up by the Company in the course of implementing the identified corporate goals 
and values. 
Within the Development Department 
More aggressive efforts were taken in implementing the Total Quality 
Management in the Development Department, particularly within the Quantity 
Surveying Division. At least, for three meetings with all the Project Managers, 
Quantity Surveyors and Mechanical & Electrical Engineers, the General Manager 
has reiterated and emphasized the importance of Quality for the success of the 
Group's business. 
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At the departmental level, the following changes were implemented : 
• The project team shall scrutinize all design drawings before tendering 
to make sure all errors and costly details are eliminated and clarified, 
so as to achieve better design control. 
• Project team members are jointly given more responsibility to justify 
necessary cost variations on items, so as to achieve better cost 
control. 
• Inspectors of Works are all briefed to keep tighter quality control and 
monitoring during the construction stages at site level to ensure the 
finest building quality. With the help of a properly designed 
inspection forms, inspectors can closely monitor the production 
quality of site construction, so that the level of individual variance 
regarding acceptable quality standard is unified. 
At the Quantity Surveying Divisional level, additional efforts were spent to 
achieve the Total Quality Management aim. These efforts mainly concern the 
following aspects : 
• Training — selected members of the division are sponsored to attend 
seminars both on technical and managerial matters. Those who have 
attended are required to share their experience with other divisional 
members. 
• Communication — different measures were tried and implemented 
with a view to enhancing communication channels, both for 
information within the division and across the divisions. These 
include the arrangement of bi-weekly meetings, small group 
discussions, and ad hoc meetings with other division / department 
representatives to resolve specific issues. 
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• Clarity of management expectation — an open and two-way 
appraisal system was adopted between the divisional head and 
individual staff at the year end of 1992. This was not only the first 
time within the Quantity Surveying Division but also within the 
department as a whole. Also, management information usually not 
of concern to the Quantity Surveying Division, except matters of a 
confidential nature, is also to be made known to divisional members 
to enhance their understanding of overall management policy. 
• Team work spirit — divisional members are encouraged to define 
areas concerning any aspects of their daily operation that are capable 
of being improved and they are given the responsibility of working 
on improvement proposals. 
• Standardization — different work groups are formed on a voluntary 
basis and empowered to work on different requirement of standardi-
zation of contract documentation and operational procedures. This is 
an attempt to streamline the information flow between divisions and 
top management so as to enable prompt decision making and to unify 
and cultivate a Group culture to outside contractors. Previously, 
different projects were being administered in slightly varying styles 
and contractual framework as determined by the working habits of 
individual project team members and also the different requirements 
of contract documentation prepared by individual consultant project 
architects. Inconsistent contract administration for more than 50 
projects would mean a loss of working efficiency for the whole 
department and would also make the Company vulnerable to bad 
contract draftsmanship. 
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• Control 一 a list of those common activities like the preparation of 
tender analysis and recommendations, valuation of contractors' 
payment applications, preparation of estimates and assessment of 
change orders and so on are identified. To each of these activities a 
target work period is agreed among the divisional members, such as 
seven days for the completion of tender analysis after the tenders are 
opened. For the monitoring of the progress of assignments that do 
not fall within the list described above, a card control system is 
introduced : a card is created for each of the divisional member. 
When an assignment is passed to the member, a practical target 
completion date is agreed with the staff. Information such as a brief 
description of the assignment, the hand-over date and the target 
completion date are entered onto the card, which serves as a means 
of control over the delivery time. 
As a result of those particularly designed Total Quality Management efforts 
initiated and generated within the Quantity Surveying Division, the Quantity 
Surveying Division should become the main driving force pushing forward the 
Total Quality Management wheel within the whole Development Department. It is 
also believed to be the most aggressive division among the whole S Group trying to 
turn the Company's strategic ideas into real-life successes. 
R _ i i s e on the TOM Efforts 
For the past one and a half years since the top management's decision to 
improve the company-wide quality, the progress, although observable, has been 
very slow. In fact, it is observed that not only is the individual not ready, but more 
importantly, the organization as a whole is lacking the necessary preparation for the 
changes introduced by the Total Quality Management implementation. 
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Individual Response 
Generally, staff members did not dispute that the idea of Total Quality 
Management was a brilliant one but only a very small portion of the staff was 
really working hard to participate in the Total Quality Management system. The 
majority were just sticking out their necks and playing a very passive role, if not an 
opposing one, towards the implementation. 
Some staff did not play an active role simply because the improvement 
schemes would create a greater workload for them. They were not willing to 
volunteer to identify problem areas that required improvement, but simply tried to 
avoid overloading their normal working hours which were fully occupied by other 
daily operations. Otherwise they might have been required to work beyond normal 
working hours, without overtime pay, in order to clear their desks. For those who 
do not possess a good sense of belonging to the Company and are always on the 
verge of locating better opportunities elsewhere, would understandably not play 
such an active role because they were not sure that they would personally benefit 
from such efforts. On the other hand, they were always expecting that the same 
problem issues faced by them in their daily operations might be raised and tackled 
by other colleagues who in turn could help them to address certain difficulties 
within their daily operations as long as they remained in the Company. 
Some of them found it very difficult to adopt the improvement measures 
when handling their daily operations as these would mean a loss of convenience to 
them. For example, there was the standing instruction that design drawings, before 
despatch to the tenderers for bidding purpose, should be passed from the Develop-
ment Department to the Estates Management Department and the Sales & Leasing 
Department for comment from the future building operation and estates manage-
ment and sales points of view. However, some members of the Development 
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Department were too afraid that by circulating the drawings to the other depart-
ments for comment, would either delay the overall development schedule or in 
other circumstances the design drawings may need revision to address any comment 
or feedback from the Estates Management Department which could otherwise be 
issued out without further amendment. In another example, the Project Manager 
was required to liaise with the architect and inform the Quantity Surveyor of any 
possible design revision during construction stage so that the Quantity Surveyor 
could give an estimated cost and time effects to top management for decision 
whether to go ahead with the proposed change or not. However, the Project 
Manager might find it easier to work by directly liaising with the architect to 
determine such proposed changes without reverting to the Quantity Surveyor; or 
the Quantity Surveyor might find it more time-consuming and create more 
paperwork to prepare an estimate prior to any work being executed on site. In such 
circumstances it became very difficult to monitor and control the financial commit-
ment until it became too late to say ‘No, to any proposed changes, resulting in 
budget overrun for certain contracts by more than ten percent of the original 
contract sums. In some of the worst cases, it was the Group's experience that the 
final account figures for some of the projects would exceed by more than one 
hundred percent of their original contract sums. 
As a matter of fact, there is a general consensus among the divisional staff 
in the Quantity Surveying Division that the control system to monitor the activity 
delivery time has the problem that it cannot address the fact that an individual 
member may be taking instructions or requests from various sources due to the lack 
of specified working procedures. This matrix match of instruction giving / 
instruction receiving has made any pre-determined control time frame difficult to 
follow for not only the Quantity Surveying Division but also the staff members of 
the other divisions as well. 
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Since most of the staff in the Development Department are professionally 
qualified individuals including architects, engineers and surveyors, they would 
consider that by liaising with other colleagues in problem-solving or through proper 
documentation might mean public exposure and a record of their failure and 
inefficiencies and a loss of 'face' before other colleagues. This fear of public 
exposure and recording of inefficiencies also extended beyond the Development 
Department and became an inter-departmental issue. To return to the previous 
example of the standing instruction to the Development Department of passing 
design drawings to Sales & Leasing Department for comments before despatching 
for tendering purposes, the Sales & Leasing Department would actually try to delay 
giving their comment until the Development Department cannot wait any longer, 
probably in fear of unsatisfactory sale or leasing results based on their commented 
design. Furthermore, if one staff member puts down something in writing against 
another person and even circulates it to other parties, the other side may take 
offence and retaliate in future. Hence, unless one is deliberately trying to disgrace 
another person, he would not resort to putting comments down in black and white 
for fear of hurting the dignity and self-esteem of the other. Hence, even though 
there are requirement to proper problem-solving through coordinated efforts, staff 
have a general reluctance to really try hard to achieve these ends. 
Moreover, most of the staff believe that the Total Quality Management 
efforts would fail before they were even discussed and implemented. They were 
simply doubtful over the firmness of the top management's commitment to strive 
for Total Quality Management as its overall corporate strategy. In this association, 
even some of the more senior management were found to be reluctant to accept 
changes to the status quo for improvement purposes. This has even a far more 
damaging effect on those less senior staff who were keen to implement the Total 
Quality Management system. They are aware that in today's competitive business 
environment, any delay in adopting the latest technology is costly; and delays in 
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adopting improved management techniques are no less costly. Yet the senior 
executive has determined to take advantage of Total Quality Management to 
enhance the Group's competitive advantage, but the worse thing is that some of the 
management personnel have failed to support their subordinates in meeting the 
challenges. It is apparent that these more senior management are reluctant to 
change simply because on one hand they remember their good old days when they 
were operating in relatively less complicated and less sophisticated environment, 
both internal and external, while on the other hand, changes will inevitably be seen 
as bringing uncertainty which could result in less personal influence and power if 
they failed to handle such uncertainties properly. 
Even the senior executives themselves had failed to show their firm 
commitment to Total Quality Management under certain circumstances. This was 
most obvious when one was forced to make decisions involving a trade off between 
contract award price and the reputation and previous track record of the contractor 
to whom he was about to award the contract. There was a general feeling among 
the staff that the decision about whom to award a certain contract will always 
depend on price consideration alone, unless the contractor has personal connections 
with the boss whereby nepotism and/or favouritism will dominate over the price 
consideration. An estimate based on major contracts (of individual contract value 
greater than HK$3 million) awarded within the period April 1992 to March 1993 
shows that approximately 10 percent involved nepotism and/or favouritism whereby 
the favoured contractors were always requested to beat the lowest tender prices. In 
most cases, there is a general failure in relating the proposed award to the quality 
consideration first which could ultimately turn out to be the best value for money 
selection. This is sometimes understandable because there is no guarantee that the 
less expensive price cannot produce a quality job; likewise no one can guarantee 
that best value for money can be obtained by awarding to any one particular 
contractor, especially when that contractor has had no previous working relationship 
with the Company. 
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Organizational Response 
It is always the Company policy that all decisions are left to the top 
management. Individual member of staff, be they a senior or middle managers or 
of the rank and file level, are always showing their avoidance of bearing responsi-
bility, thereby preventing making wrong decisions or recommendations. For 
example, it was noted that there exists individual Project Manager, Quantity 
Surveyor and Mechanical & Electrical Engineers who would request the top 
management to make decisions on contract award simply by tabling the quoted 
prices of various tenderers with only minimal details given. No in-depth analysis, 
price-wise or quality-wise, would be stated. Furthermore, no recommendation 
based on his own personal knowledge and judgement about the tenderer would be 
attached. In other circumstances, the Project Manager would just show to the top 
management the design schemes for selection as delivered by the architect without 
any real input or comment. Top management is always ‘forced, to make decisions 
based on incomplete or missing supporting details. It is this atmosphere of 
conservatism within the organization which is adversely hampering the effectiveness 
of its Total Quality Management efforts. 
Having said that, it is not fair just to blame the conservatism of the staff. It 
is observed that part of the reason for this conservatism attitude is due to the 
overwhelmingly centralized power distance allowed by the top management. Staff 
members have a general feeling that they have 'no power' to decide on issues. 
They further wrongly relate this to 'no power' to make recommendations and 
suggestions. There is saying among the Project Managers that they only conceive 
of themselves as 'project messengers'. 
Resources limitation is also creating extra difficulties in the implementation 
of Total Quality Management measures. To start the Total Quality Management 
wheel rolling requires extra momentum, and this momentum is derived from the 
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time and involvement of staff members. Although the number of new projects for 
the S Group has remained quite constant, if not increasing, for the past few years, 
there has been no increase in the number of staff. Contrarily, when staff resign, it 
has become even more difficult to recruit replacements. This is because the 
Company is expecting a slow down in the local property market. Hence, the lack 
of adequate resources has limited the capacity of the Group to implement the Total 
Quality Management. As a matter of fact, it is always difficult to follow up on any 
action plan, on a regular basis, due to the heavy engagement of departmental staff. 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
In this chapter, the data collected as discussed in Chapter Four will be 
analyzed in the light of the framework as described in Chapter Three. It will try to 
explain the question why the Total Quality Management efforts could not achieve 
the results expected. 
TOM as a Concept 
It is explained that the Total Quality Management philosophy can only be 
conceived in a holistic sense by taking into account of all the organizational 
functions, all the people in the organization, and all the other organizations and 
individuals supplying and receiving goods and services. However, from the data 
collected in Chapter Four, only the Development Department is actively practising 
Total Quality Management efforts. The other departments are not rendering similar 
levels of involvement and support and this inevitably will have detrimental 
implications on the staff members of the Development Department, Consequently 
many of them who were actively involved in the campaign became discouraged. 
The chain of quality is virtually broken beyond the Development Department. Not 
only must the quality chain be formed within the Company, but it also needs to be 
extended to the contractors to make Total Quality Management a success. In time 
the appointment of contractors should not only take into account their bidding price, 
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offered completion schedules and so on, but their performance as far as quality and 
after-sales services are concerned must also be taken into consideration and should 
become one of the most important criteria in the selection process. Since there are 
now aggressive contracting firms registering themselves under the ISO 9000 scheme 
certifying their ability in the achievement of a pre-determined standard of quality 
assurance (refer to Appendix for a description of the ISO 9000 series), it is perhaps 
possible to consider inviting these contracting firms to bid for some of the projects. 
Only by the introduction of healthy competition can the cartel of the favoured 
contractors, who are now earning their business based on their personal relationship 
with the ‘boss，，be eliminated. Effectively it is hoped that these favoured contrac-
tors can become quality-oriented when they are aware that the selection process will 
be affected by quality consideration which is now not in existence. 
It is also found that commitment from the top management, or one or more 
departments of the whole organization, is not enough. The message to implement 
Total Quality Management has to cascade throughout the organization. The top 
management also needs to show determination to change the corporate mentality 
about property development 一 that S Group is no longer filling the second to best 
position among local real estate developers. They are responsible for setting long 
term measurable objectives for the middle management, and this mission statement 
must be clear and loud. Staff must hear the quality message constantly from all 
managers in order that commitment becomes recognized. The commitment must be 
a company wide. 
Awareness must be built into all staff for the need to improve or build 
quality. This can be achieved by constant communication and in-house training 
programmes reinforced by top management who continuously demonstrate visibly 
such a need. Time is required to manage this. Examples of change might include 
adjustment of the company structure or the way that staff are managed — from a 
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top-down command and control approach to one where the staff are encouraged to 
participate in setting their own quality goals, i.e. participative management. The 
overall implementation plan should allocate adequate time to build the growth in 
awareness and commitment, both for the top management and the staff members in 
the rank and file levels alike. 
rnsfnmer Orientation 
For the achievement of customer satisfaction the customer's requirement 
must first of all be determined. This is clearly the function of market research. 
However, as discussed in Chapter Four, the building process is differentiated from 
other manufacturing processes in that the market research function is less important. 
The function of quality assurance at this point would be to draw attention to the 
design deficiencies and suggest how they may be overcome (refer to the brief 
description of ISO 9001 in Appendix), The design and construction functions will 
be responsible for providing customer satisfaction. To ensure this is achieved, it is 
necessary to take an extremely well-disciplined and well-organized approach to each 
phase of the design and construction process. And this must be extended to the 
quality awareness of design professional and building contractors — again the 
holistic approach to Total Quality Management. 
Formal co-ordination and communication channels must be created within 
and across departments so that Total Quality Management could monitor all data 
obtainable from the internal and external customers to ensure that these problems 
are minimized and that adequate after-sales service is given. It is also important 
that customer data is retrieved to ensure the effectiveness of subsequent design 
reviews and to compare the customer opinion of the Company's products with the 
contract specifications, thus completing the cycle of the Total Quality Management 
function. 
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Empowering People to Achieve Quality 
The basic concept of Total Quality Management is very simple, but only 
deceptively so. Total Quality Management can only succeed in tapping the huge 
resource of knowledge and skill, which resides in every work force. The manage-
ment's most important function is to enable the people concerned to operate as a 
group, not as a bunch of individuals. It is also vitally important that these people 
are free to select for themselves the problems to be solved. Recognition is a 
powerful motivator; inevitably, there will be circumstances in which a particular 
solution cannot be implemented, but it is vital to the continued enthusiasm of the 
Total Quality Management efforts that, if rejection is essential, the reasons are 
clearly and fully explained to the members. 
Total Quality Management activities are not always perpetuated as expected. 
Enthusiasm for Total Quality Management activity originates not through third 
party persuasion, but through the will of the members. Accordingly, self-autonomy 
is the basic prime motivator for action. It is necessary for the members to establish 
their own targets one after another from their autonomous ideas and to achieve the 
targets. Whether they can continue to function in that way depends on the 
capability of the management leadership. 
For the top management, they must show their appreciation over creative 
suggestions from lower level staff. Staff members must be encouraged to make 
their comments freely and openly, whilst the final decision making power can still 
be retained at the higher level. The fear of making mistakes in their recommenda-
tion to senior staff, that is commonly found, must be eliminated, provided the 
recommendation is a reasoned and well-balanced one. It is impossible to imagine 
that staff members will easily become comfortable in changing their wrong 
perception about ‘less suggestion, less mistakes' except that the top management is 
showing their continual support to the staff who are demonstrating their ability to 
suggest and recommend. 
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The centralized authority and power structure of the group is not by itself 
totally incompatible with the Total Quality Management philosophy. With careful 
consideration and manipulation, it can be utilized to effect a revolutionary change in 
strategy. The notion of paternalistic authority can be 'developed' further by 
appropriate delegation to the 'second men' of the authority and responsibility, 
including the authority and responsibility of effecting the company-wide Total 
Quality Management campaign. 
In short, the inherent tendency toward conservatism must be broken and 
creative ideas from the bottom must be encouraged. 
TOM as a Process 
Total Quality Management is described as a process and not a programme. 
This emphasizes the never ending commitment that is crucial to the success of any 
determination to implement Total Quality Management However, in S Group, the 
control by means of P-D-C-A was conducted far from satisfactorily. To take the 
examples of Total Quality Management efforts tried in the Development Depart-
ment as discussed in Chapter Four, people often feel relieved once they finish 
formulating the schedule of activities that is planning (P), and they fail to pay 
attention to check (C) and action (A) while doing (D) their performance, with the 
result that they become ignorant of the outcome of the activities. They are 
therefore always haunted by the same problem. This inadequacy is also found at 
the higher corporate level: after the two conferences and the delivery of speeches 
by top management about the need to strive in achieving corporate goals and 
values, no following up action was ever taken to appraise the achievement over the 
past year and a half, what were the problems and how they should be tackled and 
eliminated. Emphasis must therefore be spent equally on each of the Planning, 
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Doing, Checking and Acting phases so that the Total Quality Management results 
can be monitored and adjusted, again both at the corporate level and at the 
operational level. 
Pprsonalism and Face Giving 
The effectiveness of the Total Quality Management efforts tried in S Group 
have been greatly influenced by the general cultural traits of personalism and ‘face， 
of the Chinese culture. People are careful to save their own face and that of others. 
This has the effect that not all the problem areas are reviewed and tackled. This is 
a cultural behavioural issue and is difficult, if not impossible, to eliminate. 
However, proper training and explanation can emphasize the importance and 
effectiveness of joint efforts in problem tackling, thus achieving better quality. 
Improvement in knowledge and skill and change in attitudes can be effected 
through education and training programmes, organizational development interven-
tion and management development. 
The Lack of Training 
As part of the Company's efforts to introduce Total Quality Management, 
conferences were only convened at the top management and departmental head 
level. No training of any sort was provided to middle managers to facilitate the 
Total Quality Management scheme. The only efforts they have made were to hold 
meetings between department heads and issue a few guidelines in the form of 
meeting notes. The various departments were then supposed to spread the news 
and implement them in the departments concerned. 
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It is felt that the Group should institute formal and structured managerial 
training and development for the top and middle managers, and even workers, in 
order to enhance their general managerial capabilities and more specifically, their 
awareness and recognition of the Total Quality Management philosophy. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION 
Experiences with S Group frnin the Corporate Culture Perspective 
Total Quality Management generates process-oriented thinking, since 
processes must be improved before the result in improved quality is observed. 
Further, Total Quality Management is people-oriented and is directed at people's 
efforts. This contrasts sharply with the result-oriented thinking of most Western 
managers. Total Quality Management is built upon the belief that employee 
involvement in problem solving is not only desirable, but essential. To be 
competitive, generators of waste everywhere in the organization must be identified 
and eliminated. Before this starts to happen, employees must be properly motivated 
to become a part of the problem solving process and feel committed to contribute 
their ideas in problem solving activities. However, it must be stated that employee 
involvement is basically limited to issues relating to the point of operational aspects 
of the business, and it does not embrace broader business issues which shall still 
remain the decision of the top management. So far as it is a process innovation 
rather than product innovation, it is vitally important to note that human factors 
have a greater influence. 
In the S Group, top management has been giving insufficient attention to 
examining the underlying values and resulting behaviour of employees towards the 
initial Total Quality Management efforts, with the result that there is a general 
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failure to achieve the 'cultural change', particularly those specific to the Chinese 
cultural characteristics, which is necessary if Total Quality Management is to be 
successfully implemented. 
The management should not assume that the work force would necessarily 
welcome Total Quality Management. What is seen as a positive move toward the 
Total Quality Management end may be seen by other employees as increasing 
pressure on them by getting them to take on more responsibility. Again much 
depends on the corporate culture of the organization. Contrary to the widespread 
organizational culture of paternalism, a more desirable alternative is one where 
people who make mistakes are not criticized so that the fear of failure can be 
discouraged. Instead, they shall be encouraged to address the causes of failure so 
that they can deal with problems as they arise. It is important that people are not 
told how to do things. They must look to themselves to improve what they do, and 
this requires emphasis not only on economic benefit as the only motivating factor 
but it is equally important to encourage the work force to find satisfaction in their 
work. Whenever possible, responsibilities should be team rather than individual 
ones, so that mistakes and risk taking are easier for individuals to bear. Teamwork 
is also central to Total Quality Management. The importance in allowing individu-
als and teams to have the power to improve their performance quality is often 
overlooked, and the highly centralized power distance should be relaxed. 
For Total Quality Management to be fully implemented, it requires 
considerable improvement in the existing personnel policy. This includes the need 
to place greater emphasis on personal development and training and the removal of 
the we/they barriers within the Company. On the other hand, training for human 
relation skills regarding conflict resolution and/or consensus location particularly 
under the 'face-giving' arena, is also essential. 
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Conclusion 
Based on an examination of the experience of the initial Total Quality 
Management efforts in S Group, there are several aspects that need to be further 
addressed by the management in order to achieve a better strategic fit within the 
company-wide implementation : 
Long Term Perspectives 
The need to adopt a long term perspective is particularly important, and a 
clear vision statement from the top to everybody in the Company is required. Since 
Total Quality Management involves changes throughout the entire S Group, a 
strong supportive management culture needs to be in place before training and 
implementation is undertaken at the operational level. Sufficient time must be 
allowed for this infiltration. It is also important that people at all levels are given 
appropriate training in Total Quality Management philosophy, processes and 
techniques before they actually commence working on improvement projects. 
Top Management Support 
Top management support is crucial, and the importance of their frequent re-
visits to the progress and discussions with their sub-ordinates about the results and 
problems, cannot be over-emphasized. 
Improving Personnel Policy 
Total Quality Management can be seen as an investment in people, requiring 
their development in decision making, communication and interpersonal skills. 
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Therefore adequate allocation of resources in the provision of training is fundamen-
tal to the implementation of Total Quality Management. It is important to identify 
differing approaches to training for employees with differing skill levels. 
Process vs Result Orientation 
The process of Total Quality Management rather than the results should be 
emphasized. 
Cultural Changes 
All of the above aspects require considerable cultural change by the top 
management in the S Group. Moreover it is also important to ensure corresponding 
cultural change among the work force in order to sustain Total Quality Manage-
ment. From the lessons learnt from the S Group, it is obvious that the difficulties 
as discussed have been largely due to the lack of cultural change, both from 
corporate and individual perspectives. 
It must be recognized that these suggestions are tentative and based on 
results observed in the S Group only for the past year and a half. The one big 
question which remains to be answered by the top management is — Is Total 
Quality Management here to stay in S Group? The answer would appear to be 
'yes' based on the evidence from the global business trend. From most of the cases 
read as a result of literature surveyed, it is given that for most organizations it takes 
up to five years before they are sure of a successful implementation of Total 
Quality Management but they are also fairly certain that Total Quality Management 
can yield substantial benefits in the long run. 
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Recommendations for Further Study 
During the writing of this project, other areas worthy of further research 
have been recognized but are not investigated and incorporated into this project 
report because of time and resources limitations. The results of these investigations 
could make an important contribution to promoting the efficiency and effectiveness 
of the Total Quality Management application in the Hong Kong business environ-
ment. 
• The implication of financial reward on the successful implementation 
of Total Quality Management. Most experts and writers on Total 
Quality Management did not mention financial reward as part of the 
Total Quality Management philosophy. However, Hill believes that a 
system of reward and punishment is required to get people to take 
Total Quality Management seriously and this includes pay, promo-
tion, discipline and all the weapons at management's disposal/»> This 
study will certainly add to the valuable reference on the successful 
implementation of Total Quality Management system. 
• Many contracting companies are acquiring ISO 9000 certification in 
order to be listed in the approved government contractor register. 
Some professional architects and consultant practices are also 
working hard on ISO 9001. (A brief description of the ISO 9000 
series and the concept of quality assurance is given in Appendix). It 
will therefore be interesting to investigate, perhaps through a 
structured survey, the potential contribution of ISO 9000 in the 
enforcement of Total Quality Management system within the 
properties development arena. 
(1) ffiUs, S. "Why Quality Circles Failed but Total Quality Might Succeed." British Journal of 
Industrial Relations, pp. 541-565,29，December 1991. 
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• The implications of the '1997 sovereignty issue' faced by the Hong 
Kong business community on the implementation of Total Quality 
Management. Whilst a long term perspective is crucial for the 
successful implementation of Total Quality Management, local 
businesses are facing difficult decisions about the possible strategy to 
adopt when the ‘ 1997 sovereignty issue' is taken into consideration. 
Another interesting study would be to see how Total Quality 
Management can fit into this sensitive political/social/economical 
issue. 
• The widespread atmosphere of switching jobs among workers and its 
impact on the corporate�decision to implement Total Quality 
Management. It is mentioned in the above project report that there 
exist staff members in S Group who are opportunity-seekers, always 
on the verge of changing jobs for better career advancement. This is 
not something specific to S Group but is becoming a trend among the 
local work force in general. There are always over 150 newspaper 
pages of classified posts during the weekend, and the market of 
recruitment advertisement is expanding like nothing ever seen 
before : 'Recruit' is distributed free of charge at MTR stations, the 
Ming Pao Gold Pages and many others. When compared to one of 
the BBC television documentaries reporting that 'the opportunity 
opened to University graduates of [West] Germany is much greater 
than that available to University graduates of England, as evidenced 
by the seven pages of job advertisements in [West] Germany', it 
becomes easier to perceive the widespread habit of switching jobs in 
Hong Kong. Therefore it will certainly add to the study of Total 
Quality Management application in Hong Kong if this local fashion 
of switching jobs, which inevitably will have an adverse impact upon 
the sense of belonging among company employees, is investigated. 
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APPENDIX 
QUALITY ASSURANCE SYSTEM AND THE ISO 9000 SERIES 
Concept of Quality Assurance System 
• Quality assurance system is the documented expression of management's 
quality policy. It provides rules and regulations, spells out what must done, 
when, where, how and by whom. 
• Quality assurance system is the quality management tool to achieve the 
objectives set out in a company's quality assurance policies. 
• A quality assurance system is the objective demonstration of the designer/ 
builder's ability to produce designs / building work in the way to meet the 
customer's requirements. 
• Quality assurance system is the organizational structure, responsibilities, 
procedures, processes and resources for implementing quality management. 
The objective of any quality assurance system is to ensure that the company 
organizes itself in such a way that the technical, administrative and human factors 
affecting the quality of its products and services will be under control, so as to 
achieve the objective of quality assurance. 
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All such control would be orientated towards the reduction, elimination and, 
most importantly, prevention of quality deficiencies. 
Types of Quality Assurance Systems 
Two basic types of quality assurance systems can be identified : 
Individual quality system is the system which is developed and applied 
within an individual company, and therefore it is the less formal type of quality 
assurance system. 
Another type of quality assurance system is the standard quality system in 
which quality requirements are documented and in standard format. There are 
various standards set by various authorities specializing in quality assurance, and 
the ISO 9000 series is the most commonly adopted standard quality system in Hong 
Kong. 
The ISO 9m s w s 
In 1987 the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) issued a 
series of documents : ISO 9000，ISO 9001，ISO 9002，ISO 9003 and ISO 9004. 
ISO 9000 and ISO 9004 are guideline documents for quality management 
system. ISO 9001 to ISO 9003 are quality system specifications, using the British 
Standard BS 5750 Parts 1 to 3 as a basis for parts of the standard. The Parts 1 to 3 
of BS 5750 are identical with the ISO 9001 to 9003. Of three quality system 
specifications, ISO 9001 represents the highest level and ISO 9003 the lowest. 
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ISO 9000 (BS 5750 Part 0 Section 0.1) 
ISO 9000 is to clarify the distinctions and inter-relationships among the 
principal quality concepts; and to provide guidelines for the selection and use of a 
series of International Standards on quality systems (ISO 9001 to ISO 9004). 
ISO 9001 (BS 5750 Part 1) 
ISO 9001 (BS 5750 Part 1) is a model for quality assurance in design / 
development, production, installation and servicing. It is for use when conformance 
to specified requirements is to be assured by the supplier during several stages 
which may include design / development, production, installation and servicing. 
This specification would apply to major building and civil companies carry-
ing out their own design, to design consultants, and architects alike. 
ISO 9002 (BS 5750 Part 2) 
ISO 9002 (BS 5750 Part 2) is a model for quality assurance in production 
and installation. It is for use when conformance to specified requirements is to be 
assured by the supplier during production and installation. 
It would be the standard applicable to manufacturing or installation organi-
zations not carrying out conceptual design activities, or whose detail drawings were 
being approved by the client or main contractor. 
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ISO 9003 (BS 5750 Part 3) 
ISO 9003 (BS 5750 Part 3) is a model for quality assurance in final inspec-
tion and testing. It is for use when conformance to specified requirements is to be 
assured by the supplier solely at final inspection and testing. 
It is applied to demonstrate to a client the adequacy of their product or 
service by final inspection and / or testing. 
ISO 9004 (BS 5750 Part 0 Section 0.1) 
ISO 9004 (BS 5750 Part 0 Section 0.1) provides the guidelines for setting 
up a quality assurance management system. 
It provides guidance on the technical, administrative and human factors 
affecting the quality of products or services, at all stages of the quality process from 
detection of need to customer satisfaction. 
ISO 9004 describes a basic set of elements by which various quality man-
agement systems can be developed. The selection of appropriate elements con-
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